Sublingual Lymph Node Metastasis in Early-Stage Floor of the Mouth Carcinoma
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Abstract

Metastasis to the sublingual lymph nodes is very rare in oral cavity cancers. We present an early-stage floor of the mouth (FOM) cancer case with metastasis to the sublingual lymph node. Even though the rate of metastatic sublingual lymph nodes is low, the uncommon presence of sublingual lymph node metastasis in an early-stage FOM cancer case raises the question of routine FOM dissection. Further anatomic and pathologic studies addressing the rate and pattern of sublingual lymph node metastasis are warranted.
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Introduction

Floor of the mouth (FOM) is the third most common site for oral cavity cancers (1). Lesions in the anterior FOM may invade the sublingual gland or submandibular duct and thus may require continuous resection with the primary tumor. Most common sites for cervical metastasis are the submandibular nodes followed by upper jugular and submental nodes for oral cavity carcinomas (1, 2). Early-stage FOM lesions are managed with transoral resection, whereas more extensive forms may require further surgical resections including the tongue or mandible (2). The neck is usually managed with elective neck dissection if there is no evident lymph node metastasis. In-continuity resection of the oral cavity lesions has been a topic of debate because of morbidity and oncologic reasons (3). Metastasis to the sublingual lymph nodes is very rare in oral cavity cancers. In this study, we present an early-stage FOM cancer case with metastasis to the sublingual lymph nodes.

Case Presentation

A 57-year-old male patient presented with a non-healing ulcer located in the FOM. The symptoms had a duration of seven months and the histopathological diagnosis was moderately differentiated squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). There were no lymphatic metastases in the magnetic resonance imaging or computed tomography scans (Figure 1). The preoperative clinical and radiologic staging was T1,N0,M0. The patient was operated under general anesthesia. The primary tumor was resected transorally, and both of the sublingual glands were resected in-continuity with the primary. Tumor-free surgical margins were confirmed with frozen sections. Bilateral selective neck dissection was performed at the same time. Neck levels I-II-III-IV were dissected in both necks. The mucosal defect was reconstructed with a full-thickness skin graft. Histopathologic examination was reported as moderately differentiated SCC (greatest diameter 1 cm).
The tumor had an infiltrative macroscopic growth pattern, and there was no lymphatic, vascular, or perineural invasion. There were no metastatic lymph nodes in the neck specimens; however, one of the two lymph nodes harbored metastasis in the sublingual region. The metastatic lymph node had no extracapsular extension. The patient received postoperative adjuvant radiotherapy for lymph node metastasis. The patient was disease free at the twelfth-month follow-up visit. Informed consent was obtained from the patient.

Discussion
Oral cavity cancers tend to metastasize to the levels I-III, thus supraomohyoid neck dissection is the usual procedure carried out for elective neck dissection (4). The presence of lymph nodes along the FOM was first reported by Rouviere in 1938 as median and lateral lingual lymph nodes (5). Nowadays these lymph nodes are more commonly named as sublingual lymph nodes, however both definitions are correct. Few reports of lingual lymph node metastasis exist in the medical literature. First, Ozeki et al. (6) reported three cases of carcinoma of the tongue with metastasis to the lingual lymph nodes in 1985. This report was followed by one case of oral tongue SCC with lateral lingual node metastasis in 2002 by Dutton et al. (3) and one case of oral tongue SCC with lingual lymph node metastasis in 2008 by Han et al. (7). Woolgar (8) reviewed 326 neck dissections of 253 patients with intraoral/oropharyngeal SCC. He reported two positive median lingual nodes in 60 lateral tongue tumors and a positive median lingual node and two positive lateral lingual nodes in 39 tongue ventral tumors (8). Zhang et al. (9) reported two cases of early tongue cancer with sublingual lymph nodes metastasis. Umeda et al. (10) reported two FOM SCC cases with lingual lymph node metastasis (10).

In-continuity resection carries greater morbidity and a higher risk for fistula formation in oral cavity cancers. However, it should also be noted that the sublingual glands and sublingual region are continuous with the submandibular region. For this reason, the lymph node-bearing soft tissue of the FOM could be postulated as a single unit. Additionally, most of the advanced-stage FOM cancers require pull-through procedures, thus the FOM is resected in-continuity with the neck lymphatics. Woolgar (8) suggests that pull-through resection offers the best chance of cancer ablation because it is likely that some of the intraoral recurrences are related to the remaining lingual lymph nodes during standard neck dissection. Leemans et al. (11) analyzed and compared 27 patients who underwent 28 discontinuous dissections and 34 patients who underwent 40 in-continuity dissections for T2 anterior or tongue or FOM carcinoma. They reported that 5-year survival was lower in the discontinuous dissection group, and they did not recommend discontinuous neck dissection in oral cancer. On the contrary, Tesseroli et al. (12) reported that discontinuous neck dissection seems not to change the disease-free or disease-specific survival when compared to in-continuity neck dissection. However, they concluded that a prospective randomized trial was necessary to confirm the results.

Tumor features and their relation to sublingual lymph node metastasis are not clearly defined; however, this relation is better defined in oral tongue cancer. Zhang et al. (9) reported that both of their cases with sublingual lymph node metastasis had deeply endophytic lesions located in the ventral tongue.

The frequency of metastasis to the sublingual lymph nodes is rare in oral cavity cancers, and this case is the second reported FOM cancer case with a metastasis to the sublingual lymph nodes. Because sublingual lymph nodes are located above the mylohyoid muscle, they are not removed during routine discontinuous neck dissection. The sublingual lymph nodes can be removed with the sublingual glands with little morbidity and in case of metastasis, postoperative adjuvant therapy is necessary as sublingual metastasis is considered as a regional lymph node metastasis to improve survival.

Conclusion
Even though the rate of metastatic sublingual lymph nodes is low, the presence of a sublingual lymph node metastasis in an early-stage FOM cancer case raises the question of routine FOM dissection. Further anatomic and pathologic studies addressing the rate and pattern of sublingual lymph node metastasis are warranted.
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